1.1 Introduction

Conjunction is a word that used to joins together or link clause or phrases or sentences.

The situation of Conjunction in which two or more things happened at same place. They may be small words but Conjunction are highly function and very important for constituting sentence.

Believe it or not, we need coordinating conjunction we need them to express more than a single thought, feeling or action. We need coordinating conjunctions to say thing like (Gordon will not go camping or hiking or swimming in the river or Susan loves curry and chapat) we need coordinating conjunction to talk more than a single idea or possibility.

Most students who learn English Language have problems in using Conjunction correctly and mixed between Conjunctions and propositions to avoid this problem we chose our research about Conjunction to helps students and teachers to use Conjunction correctly not to mix between preposition and Conjunction.
1.2 Statement of the Research Problem

During our studying in Sudan University of science and Technology – college of Education English Department first year we realized that: there is difficulty in use Conjunction and where by the date we need represent in know the causes of the difficulty.

1.3 The Important of Research

The important of study from important of Conjunction.

- Explanation the causes of difficulty that faces the learner of English.
- The study is help the teacher to know causes of the difficulty of use the Conjunction.

1.4 Research Question

To what extend students at (Sudan University of science and Technology) can use Conjunction correctly?

- To what extend Teachers (are not well trained) in Teachers Conjunction?
- To what extend the drills and excises?

1.5 Objectives of Research

- To discover how students at Sudan University can use conjunction correctly.
- To find out how teachers (are not well trained) in teachers conjunction.
- To know how the curriculum (is designed) well in terms of drills and excises.

1.6 Research Hypothesis

- Student at Sudan University can use conjunction correctly.
- Teachers are not well trained in teaching conjunctions.
- The curriculum (is designed) well in terms of drills and excises
1.7 Limitation of Research

This study is limited to and aimed at the study of the difficulty in use conjunctions.

The study carried out of the following limitation

- **Location**
  Sudan University of science and Technology (first year).

- **Time**
  The study is limited at Sudan University (first year) 2016-2017.

1.8 The Research Methodology

To collect data and analysis them, the researchers are using text for required data.